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Abstract: Nowadays the interoperability of web applications is carried out by the use 

of data exchange formats such as XML and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Due 

to its simplicity, JSON objects are the most common way for sending information 

over the HTTP protocol. With the aim of adding a security mechanism to JSON 

objects, in this work we propose an encryption approach for cipher JSON objects 

through the use of chaotic synchronization. Synchronization ability between two 

chaotic systems offers the possibility of securing information between two points. Our 

approach includes mechanisms for diffusing and confusing JSON objects (plaintext), 

which yields a proper ciphertext. Our approach can be applied as an alternative to 

the existing securing JSON approaches such as JSON Web Encryption (JWE). 
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1. Introduction 

Among the software web development community, JavaScript Object Notation 

(JSON) objects are commonly used for sending and retrieving information. JSON  

[1, 2] is used as a simple lightweight object serialization approach or data format 

which is based on the JavaScript programming language syntax. At a glance, JSON 

objects can be seen as dictionaries consisting of key-value pairs. An example of a 

JSON object structure is the following: 
{ 

  "firstName": "John", 

  "lastName": "Smith", 

  "age": 27, 

  "city": "New York" 

} 

Because of JSON simplicity, i.e., it is easily readable either by humans or by 

machines, JSON is one of the most popular formats for exchanging data on the  
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Web [3]. Nowadays most web applications rely on a web service software 

architecture style where software components (or services) communicate with each 

other through the use of APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). In this regard, 

JSON objects are the predominant interchange format for sending API requests and 

responses over the HTTP protocol. 

Due to JSON objects being commonly transported over the HTTP protocol, an 

approach to secure them is through the HTTPS protocol. In this sense, HTTPS offers 

a point to point transport layer encryption by using the Transport Layer Security 

(TLS) protocol [4]. However, it is worth noting that TLS becomes insufficient in 

scenarios where JSON objects are redirected over untrusted proxies (intermediates). 

In this context, JSON objects can be encrypted to enhance security. 

A common approach to secure JSON objects is through the use of JSON Web 

Encryption [5]. JSON Web Encryption (JWE) is a standard that provides a syntax for 

the exchange of encrypted data. The implementations of JWE are said to provide 

authenticated encryption mechanisms aimed at ensuring the confidentiality, 

authenticity, and integrity of JSON objects. 

However, some vulnerabilities have been identified in the implementations of 

the JWE. One of them could allow attackers to retrieve private keys. It has been found 

that implementations of JWE are subject to a classic invalid curve attack [6, 7]. 

Another vulnerability identified is related to the Bleichenbacher Million Message 

Attack [8]. 

With the aim of having an alternative to the JWE, in the present work we present 

an approach for securing JSON objects by means of chaotic synchronization. Chaotic 

synchronization occurs when two chaotic systems are synchronized with each other 

under the driving of a signal which is sent from one system (master scheme) to the 

other (slave scheme). Under this circumstance, information can be securely 

transmitted between the master and the slave. 

The rest of the document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview 

of chaotic synchronization and related work. Section 3 presents the approach for 

securing JSON objects by means of chaos-based synchronization. Section 4 shows a 

case implementation example of the proposed approach. Section 5 presents a 

statistical assessment of the proposed approach. Finally, in Section 6 we present the 

discussion and conclusions.  

2. Related work 

Chaos or chaotic synchronization is a phenomenon that occurs when two coupled 

chaotic dynamical systems, after a while, yield the same solution regardless of their 

initial set of conditions. This phenomenon was firstly described in [9]. H u y g e n s  

[9] observed a “sympathetic” motion in two pendulum clocks coupled through a 

wooden structure. Some time after, it was observed that the coupled clocks started to 

oscillate in consonance and the same direction. 

More recently, since the work reported in [10], chaotic synchronization has 

gained attention from the scientific community. In [10], authors reported that chaotic 

systems can be synchronized by sending or driving only a portion of the state space 
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information from one system known as the master to another system known as a 

slave. This finding opened the door to the study and application of securing 

communication systems, by using the rest of the state space information that is not 

sent [11-13]. 

A simple setup for complete synchronization relies on the use of a master system 

acting as the transmitter, and a slave system acting as the receiver. Two commonly 

dynamical systems used for chaotic synchronization are the L o r e n z  [14] and the 

R ö s s l e r  [15, 16] systems. 

The master scheme (either Lorenz or Rössler) has components (vector variables) 

in three directions; however, one of these directions is used for coupling the master 

with the slave, this variable is also known as the driver. Once conducted the 

synchronization between the master and the slave, variables of both systems start to 

yield the same values, making possible a secure transmission of information. 

In the case of the Lorenz system [14], the master scheme is represented by the 

following three non-linear ordinary differential equations: 

(1) 𝑥1̇ = 𝜎(𝑦1 − 𝑥1), 
(2) 𝑦1̇ = 𝑥1(𝜌 − 𝑧1) − 𝑦1, 

(3) 𝑧1̇ = 𝑥1𝑦1 − 𝛽𝑧1, 
where x1, y1, and z1 are the initial conditions of the system, and σ, ρ and β are system 

parameters. Considering x1 as the driver for coupling the master with the slave, the 

slave scheme is represented by the following non-linear ordinary differential 

equations: 

(4) 𝑦2̇ = 𝑥1(𝜌 − 𝑧2) − 𝑦2, 

(5) 𝑧2̇ = 𝑥1𝑦2 − 𝛽𝑧2. 
Note that variable x1 is the same in both schemes, the master and the slave; i.e., 

variable x is replaced in the slave. On the other hand, using the Rössler system [17], 

the master scheme is represented by the following three non-linear ordinary 

differential equations: 

(6) 𝑥1̇ = −𝑦1 − 𝑧1, 

(7) 𝑦1̇ = 𝑥1 + 𝑎𝑦1, 

(8) 𝑧1̇ = 𝑏 + 𝑧1(𝑥1 − 𝑐), 
where x1, y1, and z1 are the initial conditions whereas a, b and c are system parameters. 

For example, considering y1 as the driver for coupling the master with the slave, the 

slave scheme can be represented by the following equations: 

(9) 𝑥2̇ = −𝑦1 − 𝑧2, 

(10) 𝑧2̇ = 𝑏 + 𝑧2(𝑥2 − 𝑐). 
Also in this case, variable y1 is fully replaced in the slave. In these two systems, 

synchronization is possible regardless of initial conditions set in variables x, y, z of 

the system. However, system parameters should be maintained in both schemes 

(master and slave) to achieve complete synchronization. Because y1 is used for 

coupling the master with the slave, variables x1 and z1 can be used for transmitting the 

information. A common approach for sending information consists in adding or 

masking a message on one of the two remaining chaotic signals [18], thus generating 
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a new signal. Considering x1 as the variable for sending the message, we have the 

following equation: 

(11) 𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑥1(𝑡), 
where s(t) is the resulting signal of adding m(t), that is the message to be sent to x1(t); 

x1(t) is the chaotic variable of the master system in a time frame t. For unmasking the 

message, is used: 

(12) 𝑚(𝑡) = 𝑠(𝑡) − 𝑥2(𝑡), 
where m(t) is the regenerated message obtained from subtracting s(t), that is the 

information-bearing variable, from x2(t); x2(t) is the chaotic variable of the slave 

system in a time frame t. 

In addition to masking [17], other approaches used for securing information in 

chaos-based synchronization are the use of chaotic regime-switching [18], nonlinear 

mixing of a given information signal with a chaotic one [19], and the use of 

modulation [17, 20]. 

Securing information by means of chaotic synchronization has been mainly 

implemented in electronic circuits and lasers domains [21-25]. More recently, the 

Internet of Things (IoT) domain also has been reported its application [26]. Chaotic 

synchronization has been used for encryption of information such as: audio [27-29], 

image [30-32], video [32, 33] and text [33, 34]. Concerning textual information, we 

have not found works proposing the encryption of data exchange formats such as 

XML or JSON. 

3. Proposed approach 

Once presented the basic structure of JSON objects, and also discussed the related 

work. In this section, we present the proposed approach for securing JSON objects 

by means of chaos-based synchronization. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed approach 

 

Given a JSON object, our proposal consists in encoding the JSON object. The 

encoded JSON object is then diffused by making some operations on its bits. Once 

diffused the data, a chaos-based system is used for the confusing process. With the 

selected chaos-based system to work with, the system parameters and the initial 

conditions are set. The equations of the system are solved under a time frame. 
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Taking as reference the length of one of the chaotic vector variables a random 

noise-like binary signal is generated. The diffused data is merged with the binary 

signal generated, thus having m(t). The information-bearing signal s(t) is obtained by 

masking m(t) with one of the chaotic vector variables that will be used as the carrier, 

e.g., x(t). Once having s(t) and the chaos vector variable used has the driver, e.g., y(t), 

both variables are encoded. The encoded variables are ready to be transmitted to the 

receiver. The inverse process is conducted at the receiver to retrieve the JSON object. 

Fig. 1 shows a flowchart of the approach proposed in the present work. 

4. Case implementation example 

In this section, we describe the implementation of the proposed approach by 

following the steps presented in Fig. 1 of the previous section. The implementation 

was done through the Python programming language. 

Table 1. Example of diffusion applied over the bits of the encoded JSON object 

Encoded JSON object Encoded JSON object after diffusion 

01100101011101110110111101100111

01001001010000110100000101100111

01001001011011010101101001110000

01100011011011100100111000110000

01010100011011010100011001110100

01011010010100110100100100110110

01001001010000110100101001001011

01100010001100100110100001110101

01001001011010010111011101001011

01001001010000110100000101100111

01001001010000110100101001110011

01011001010110000100111000110000

01010100011011010100011001110100

01011010010100110100100100110110

01001001010000110100101001010100

01100010010101110110110000110000

01100001010000110100100101110011

01000011011010010100000101100111 

... 

01000011010000110111010110011001

00101101011011010110000101111001

01100001011000110001010100010101

00011001001110011110010110100101

00001101101011010011110101101101

10010011011011010011010101011001

11110011110010011011001101100101

01101001011111010011110101101101

00011001011111010110100100111101

00110001001110011010100101001101

00011001000010011010100101101101

11001001110110010001010101100101

01101001011111010011110101101101

00011001011111010110100100111101

00110001011011010011110101111001

11110011110010010001010110111001

11010101101011010011110101101101

10010011011011010011010110100101 

... 
 

Assuming we have the following JSON object, we proceed to encode it. The 

process of encoding allows having an initial confusion of the JSON object: 
{ 

  "firstName": "John", 

  "lastName": "Smith", 

  "age": 27, 

  "city": "New York" 

} 

In this example, the encoding is done by using the Base64 format. Base64 is a 

collection of related encoding designs that represent information in ASCII format. It 

is commonly used for transferring data over media. It also guarantees that the 

information stays unchanged during the transferring process. After the encoding step, 

the following string of bytes is obtained: 
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ewogICAgImZpcnN0TmFtZSI6ICJKb2huIiwKICAgICJsYXN0TmFtZSI6

ICJTbWl0aCIsCiAgICAiYWdlIjogMjcsCiAgICAiY2l0eSI6ICJOZXcg

WW9yayIKfQ== 

For the next step, we diffuse the bits of the encoded JSON object. The diffusion 

process is conducted by applying some operations on the bits. Table 1 shows an 

excerpt of the bits that represent the encoded JSON object, before and after applying 

diffusion. 

The next step consists in selecting a chaos-based system. The selected system is 

used for the master and the slave schemes. For this example, in the case of the master, 

we selected the Rössler system with the parameters a=0.2 and c=5.7, in the case of 

parameter b, we used a value set in one of the chaotic regions of this system. Vector 

variables x, y, z were initialized with values 0.3, 0.1, and 0.1, respectively. To solve 

the equations in (6)-(8), we implemented the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method  

[35, 36] for a fixed time frame. Fig. 2 shows vector variables (x and y) after the system 

is solved.  

 
Fig. 2. 2D plot for vector variables x and y 

Once solved the equations in the master scheme, and taking as reference the 

length of the chaos variable used for masking (in this case x), a random noise binary 

signal (vector variable) is generated. The diffused JSON object is then merged with 

the random noise vector. This vector is masked with the chaos vector variable x, thus 

obtaining the information-bearing signal. The random noise vector containing the 

diffused JSON object and the chaos variable x are shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. 2D plot with the chaos variable x (blue) and the information-bearing signal (cyan) 
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As shown in Fig. 3, the blue color line corresponds to the chaos vector variable 

x. The cyan color line corresponds to the information-bearing signal, s(t). 

The next step consists in encoding the information-bearing variable and the 

driver chaos variable, in this case, y. With te aim of adding an extra layer of 

confusion, these variables were encoded using the Base64 format, a fragment of the 

first 50 bytes is next shown: 
mpmZmZmZuT9jmV6lOTu7P2CBru0l2bw/OvC1jzpzvj8xir9yqQ... 

The encoded variables are sent to the receiver and the steps previously described 

are inverted. With the driver and the information-bearing variables decoded, the 

driver variable is used for coupling the master with the slave system. 

In the case of the slave, the same parameters previously set for the master were 

kept on it. The initial conditions for the slave scheme were set as x= –2.2, y=1.1, and 

z=0.3. Once resolved the equations in (9) and (10) related to the slave scheme, it is 

possible to achieve synchronization in both schemes (master and slave). When 

synchronization occurs, the JSON object can be regenerated by unmasking it from 

the information-bearing variable. This process is carried out by subtracting the chaos 

vector variable x of the slave scheme from the information-bearing variable. A 

graphical representation of the synchronization between the information-bearing 

variable and the vector variable of the slave (x2) is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Synchronization process occurred between information-bearing variable from master (cyan) 

and chaos variable x2 from slave (gray) 
 

Once the unmasked process is done, we have the random noise signal that 

contains the diffused JSON object. The diffused JSON object is extracted, and then 

the diffusion is removed resulting in the encoded JSON object (in Base64 format). 

Finally, the JSON object is retrieved after it is decoded. 

5. Statistical analysis 

In this section, we present a descriptive analysis of the JSON object encrypted with 

the proposed approach. Fig. 5 shows a correlation plot between the JSON object used 

as plaintext and the regenerated JSON object after the decryption process.  
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Fig. 5. Correlation plot between original JSON object and the JSON regenerated 

 

As shown in Fig. 5, the original JSON object is completely regenerated (without 

having loss of information) after the decryption process. A Pearson correlation 

coefficient of 1.0 was observed. With the aim of assessing a possible relation between 

the plaintext and the ciphertext, Fig. 6 shows a scatter plot between these two 

elements. 

 
Fig. 6. Correlation plot between plaintext and ciphertext information 

 

As shown in Fig. 6., there is not a clear pattern between the plaintext and the 

ciphertext. The computed Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.14 with a 

nonsignificant p-value of 0.11, thus suggesting a lack of relationship between the 

plaintext and the ciphertext. 

 
Fig. 7. Histogram of the original JSON object 
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Another analysis conducted is concerned with assessing the distribution of the 

original JSON object (plaintext) with regards to the encrypted JSON object 

(ciphertext). Fig. 7 shows a histogram with the distribution of values representing the 

plaintext. 

As shown in Fig. 7, the higher frequency of values representing the original 

JSON object is between 20 and 40. It is also observed in regions without any 

frequency. Regarding the ciphered JSON object, its distribution is shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8. Histogram of the ciphered information 

 

In the case of Fig. 8, a more uniform distribution is observed. Values of the 

ciphertext have a major frequency with regards to values of the plaintext, thus 

suggesting a proper plaintext concealing. 

6. Discussion and conclusions   

Chaos-based synchronization offers the possibility of sending secure information via 

chaotic signals. The feasibility of sending JSON objects by means of this approach is 

described in this work, so this approach can be used as an alternative to existing JSON 

Web Encryption mechanisms. 

The approach presented in Section 3 (see Fig. 1) is enough flexible, its 

implementation can be tweaked by adjusting its steps of it. For example, the encoding 

of the JSON object (step 2), can be varied with a different format other than they used 

in the case implementation example. In the case of the diffusion step, it also can be 

further adjusted. With regards to the chaos-based system to be used (step 4), it is 

possible to use other than the one described in Section 4. 

Although the implementation example of the proposed approach is enough 

secure, it can be further improved. It is worth noting that securing information 

through synchronization of a chaos-based system relies on the concept of super-key, 

which encompasses the sharing of the same system parameters between the master 

and slave schemes. If the system parameters are fixed, it can be possible to carry out 

a synchronization attack, thus gaining access to the system parameters. Once known 

the system parameters, it is possible to conduct the synchronization between the 

master and a fake slave scheme, thus having access to the information-bearing signal. 

A way of mitigating this issue is by strengthening the information-bearing. In our 

case, we propose to first encode the JSON object and apply a diffusion mechanism 

over it. An extra security mechanism consists in generating a random noise signal in 
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which the diffused JSON object is merged on it. An extra step is to encode the 

information-bearing variable along with the driver variable (step 10, see Fig. 1). 

Complementary, the system parameters of the chaotic system can be dynamically 

varied, as stated in [37]. 

Nowadays, JSON is a popular format for interchanging information. In this 

work, we have proposed an alternative approach for securing JSON objects through 

the use of chaos-based synchronization. Our approach considers a series of steps that 

ensure a proper diffusion and confusion of the plaintext to be transmitted. These steps 

are enough flexible that facilitate adjustments in its implementation. 
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